Mulching System

Catch All - 2 bag style grass catcher

Catch All - Hopper Style Grass Catcher

Front Blade

Maintenance Lift Kit

Lawn mower maintenance like blade sharpening and debris removal is quick and convenient with the maintenance lift kit option.
**Work Lights**

ZD3116A - Illuminate your work area and mow from dawn to at dusk with the ROPS mounted halogen work lights. Fits all Z200 Series.

---

**Deluxe Canopy**

Protect yourself from the elements with the deluxe fiberglass sunshade canopy. Requires mounting kit - E1124

---

**Striping Kit**

The ZD3122 Striping Kit applies constant pressure to the ground, maximizing the stripe effect while contouring the ground. The stripe kit floats separately from the mower deck, so cutting performance is never jeopardized.